
belief
Medicine Unboxed 2012 explores belief - how our beliefs around illness are informed 
by science, reason, faith and the imagination, how such paradigms complement or 
conflict with one another, and how belief relates to truth and certainty in medicine.

In an evidence-based era, how much do medical decisions 
still rest upon doctors’ and patients’ personal beliefs? Indeed, 
how free are reason and evidence from constructs of belief? 
Is modern medicine fostering a belief that death can be 
indefinitely postponed and all suffering finally avoided? Does 
scientific medicine allow doubt, humility and the admission of 
uncertainty? What is the pull towards alternative medicine and 
is this legitimate? Does a patient’s belief in their practitioner or 
intervention impact on the therapeutic outcome? Can widely 
disparate beliefs still be considered similarly rational? Is patient 
autonomy questioned primarily when beliefs conflict with 
medical advice? Are ethical decisions the province of subjective 
beliefs and emotions or ought they to be resolvable through 
rational analysis? If so, why do arguments such as the one over 
euthanasia seem so intractable? Are certain religious beliefs 
deserving of greater respect than others? Is there such a thing as 
secular moral truth? How can political belief and ideology shape 
healthcare and society’s expectations of it?
 

If the truth about illness exceeds simple facts about disease - 
might reason, science, religion, art and the imagination converge 
to illuminate important beliefs about medicine?

Medicine Unboxed explores a view of medicine that exceeds the technical: one elaborated by the arts, philosophy 
and the imagination as much as science, and one that insists on care and human understanding as much as 
treatment. Contributors include writers, clergy, artists, poets, philosophers, lawyers, linguists, musicians, 
dramatists, patients and doctors. Open to the public, healthcare staff and policy-makers, the results are resonant, 
provocative, sometimes funny and often moving. Come and join the debate - be inspired. 


